Finite Slice Analysis (FINA) of Sliced and Velocity Mapped Images on a Cartesian grid
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Abstract

Although time-sliced imaging yields improved signal-to-noise and resolution compared to unsliced velocity mapped ion images, for finite slice widths as encountered in real experiments there is a loss of resolution and recovered intensities for the slow fragments. Recently, we reported a new approach that permits correction of these effects for an arbitrarily sliced distribution of a 3D charged particle cloud. This finite slice analysis (FinA) method utilizes basis functions that model the out-of-plane contribution of a given velocity component to the image for sequential subtraction in a spherical polar coordinate system. However, the original approach suffers from a slow processing time due to the weighting procedure needed to accurately model the out-of-plane projection of an anisotropic angular distribution. To overcome this issue we present a variant of the method in which the FinA approach is performed in a cylindrical coordinate system (Cartesian in the image plane) rather than a spherical polar coordinate system. Dubbed C-Fina, we show how this method is applied in much the same manner. We compare this variant to the polar FinA method and find that the processing time (of a 510x510 pixel image) in its most extreme case improves by a factor of 100. We also show that although the resulting velocity resolution is not quite as high as the polar version, this new approach shows superior resolution for fine structure in the differential cross sections. We demonstrate the method on a range of experimental and synthetic data at different effective slice widths.
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1. Introduction

Time-sliced or DC sliced velocity map imaging is a widely used experimental method that has a number of favorable attributes compared to the standard ion imaging and velocity map imaging techniques.\textsuperscript{1-20} Its main advantage is the significant improvement in the signal to noise ratio of the recorded images. This leads to greater quality of the resulting spectra and a reduction in the data acquisition time. However, time slicing does have one main disadvantage arising from incomplete slicing at low velocities. This results in a loss of velocity resolution and underestimation of the intensities in this region. Therefore, an image reconstruction method is useful to correct this effect where accurate information in this area is crucial to the overall experiment. In 2006, Hall and co-workers\textsuperscript{21} developed a method to correct the velocity distribution for time-sliced data. However, this technique is only appropriate when dealing with isotropic images. Thus, its wider application is somewhat limited. Recently however, we have developed a new method to reconstruct an arbitrarily sliced or unsliced image and recover the 3D intensity distribution regardless of its angular distribution. We term this the finite slice analysis method (FinA).\textsuperscript{22}

The FinA approach we recently reported uses basis functions developed in a spherical polar coordinate system to model the intensity of a single element projected to lower radii within a single angular bin. This contribution is subtracted to recover the true central distribution sequentially in a method analogous to the “Onion-peeling” approach.\textsuperscript{23, 24} The method has been shown to work for a broad range of slice widths, speed and angular distributions. However, for the method to be applicable to anisotropic images, the basis functions need to be shaped by the distribution, as differing angles out-of-plane correspond to different scattering angles. This weighting leads to additional processing time as each pixel calls for a unique basis function. In this work, we present an alternative approach that is much simpler and faster. This variation is performed in a cylindrical coordinate system that is well-matched to the image structure from CCD or CMOS cameras (a 2D Cartesian image plane with an out-of-plane angle). This method is dubbed the cylindrical FinA (C-FinA) method. We find that not only does this greatly reduce the processing time of the reconstruction, but also yields improved resolution for fine structure in the angular distribution near the poles. The method was recently demonstrated in a report from Van de Meerakker and co-workers where it was used to reconstruct images of NO molecules scattering of He and D\textsubscript{2}.\textsuperscript{25}
To demonstrate the C-FinA approach we will employ the same rationale as in the previous paper. This includes synthetic images produced via a Monte Carlo based sampling method, as well as experimental images that result from the photodissociation of OCS at 230 nm and 217 nm recorded at a number of different slicing conditions. In addition, we will also make comparisons to the polar FinA method and to BASEX\textsuperscript{26} for unsliced images. Finally, we will include a discussion of the advantages of the C-FinA method over the previously reported method for finely structured angular distributions using both synthetic images and experimental from Stark decelerated NO collisions with H\textsubscript{2}. We note that the FinA approach is not suitable without appropriate modification for application to images that have rotational polarization or other effects that lead to significant deviation from cylindrical symmetry. However, unlike most reconstruction methods, for FinA, reflection symmetry is not required or imposed as each half of the image is treated separately.

2. Computational Methodology

The main purpose of FinA is to reconstruct an arbitrarily sliced image in a way that corrects for the out-of-plane components that are inevitably recorded. However, in this particular case we will operate in a coordinate system that utilizes the inherent cylindrical symmetry present in many ion-imaging experiments.\textsuperscript{19, 27, 28} Figure 1 shows an unsliced isotropic sphere with a radius of 200 pixels. We have highlighted 4 regions of this sphere and plotted single pixel wide intensity distributions towards the centerline $z$ axis (which is the vertical axis of the image plane) in Panel B. From the figure, we can see that in all sections of the image the intensity rapidly decreases from its maximum intensity at the edge of the sphere and falls to a plateau. This is the shape that the basis function will take.

In generating the basis function we model the fraction of the out-of-plane contribution from a sphere with radius $i$ that is captured in the $j^{th}$ pixel. This is given by the fraction of the line integral
The segment on the sphere that falls within that pixel, which is proportional to the azimuthal angle ($\Phi$) subtended by the segment that projects into the $j$th pixel:

$$\delta \Phi = \left(\cos^{-1}\left(\frac{j-1}{i}\right) - \cos^{-1}\left(\frac{j}{i}\right)\right)$$

which is then weighted by the distance from the $z$ axis, $i$. Therefore, the elements of the $i$th basis function are given by

$$f^i(j) = i \left(\cos^{-1}\left(\frac{j-1}{i}\right) - \cos^{-1}\left(\frac{j}{i}\right)\right)$$

where $i$ is the distance of the pixel from the center line, $j$ is a radial bin in the projection plane (typically a pixel). As in the polar method, we define the limit of the basis vector $L$ by $L = \sqrt{(i^2 - w^2)}$ when the slice width, $w$ (in pixels), is smaller than the distance between the pixel and the centerline (i.e. $i > w$), or $L = 0$ otherwise. These basis functions are thus strictly a function of distance from the center ($i$) and slice width, but independent of $z$. The relationship of these components is highlighted in Figure 2. Furthermore, as with the polar FinA method, we also must consider the effects of gating the MCP detector. Typical time-slicing experiments are performed using a high-voltage (HV) switch or pulser to gate the arrival of the ion sphere. Experiments are often limited to a gate width of ~70 ns with a triangular rather than rectangular response. This actually enhances the slicing and effectively reduces the slice width achieved, but must be correctly accounted for in defining the basis function.

We now describe how the cylindrical approach operates. First, the left and right halves of the image are treated separately. This is one important difference between the FinA methods and alternatives: Although each half of the image is assumed to possess cylindrical symmetry,
The symmetry of the two halves is not required nor enforced. For each half we begin from the edge of the image and move inwards until we locate a pixel with a non-zero intensity at distance \( i \). The pixel intensity is divided by the corresponding basis vector maximum and this ratio is recorded in the output image. The basis vector is then scaled by this value and subtracted away from each element in the row. This in effect removes all the out-of-plane contribution expected from the signal at that value of \((\rho, z)\). This is then repeated sequentially on all non-zero elements in the row until the centerline is reached. At this point we move onto the next row and continue until both halves of the image have been treated. As was the case with the polar FinA method, in situations where the data is sparse, it is possible for pixels of negative intensity to be introduced into the image. In this case the subsequent basis function treatment operating on a negative pixel effectively adds intensity back into the image. These negative values generally average away after integration to yield the product distributions. However, the sequential subtraction does lead to an accumulation of noise towards the centerline of the image.

To test this approach we complement experimentally recorded images with synthetic images obtained using a Monte Carlo method. We generate an assumed velocity distribution with a specific angular distribution. The synthetic images are obtained using a rectangular slicing gate, and this is selected as a simple option in the program. In line with our previous work, we employ a series of sharply structured distributions to provide a rigorous test of the performance of the C-FinA method.

3. Experimental

We have chosen to use the same DC slice images obtained from the photodissociation of OCS previously used to test the polar method. OCS is a well-studied system that proves to be an ideal test case for the FinA methods.\textsuperscript{29-31} The experimental set-up and conditions of the experiment have been described elsewhere and will not be repeated here.\textsuperscript{4, 22} However, in addition to the previously described data we also include NO scattering experiments that were performed on a crossed beam DC slice imaging apparatus coupled to a Stark decelarator source. This apparatus has been described in detail in previous publications\textsuperscript{32} but a brief outline of relevance to this work is presented here. The decelarator was used to produce NO \((X^2\Pi_{1/2}, j' = 1/2, f)\) with a mean velocity of 390 m s\(^{-1}\).\textsuperscript{33} The para-H\(_2\) (p-H\(_2\))\textsuperscript{34} beam was produced by expanding p-H\(_2\) with a backing pressure of 20 bar into vacuum using a room temperature Even-Lavie valve\textsuperscript{35}. The two
molecular beams collided at an angle of 45° resulting in a collision energy of 510 cm\(^{-1}\). The scattered NO was then detected state selectively by (1+1’) resonance enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI) to achieve threshold ionization of NO. The electrostatic lens voltages were set to 3000 V on the repeller plate and 2755V, 2519V and 2100V on the extractor and lenses one and two respectively. As the ion cloud is too small for adequate time slicing, the mass selective gate applied to the MCP recorded the entire (unsliced) NO ion cloud. The images were recorded using a PCO pixelfly 270XS (1391×1023 pixels), camera, controlled by DaVis software (LaVision GmbH).

4. Results and Discussion

We will explore a several key aspects of image reconstruction accuracy using the C-Fina method. We first confirm the validity of the method with a range of synthetic data and experimental images, then compare C-Fina to its polar counterpart and finally, highlight the main advantages and shortcomings of the C-Fina method.

The slice width is one of the most critical user defined parameters of the FinA method, as this describes the fraction of the ion cloud that is recorded by the detector. This is determined by the gate width applied to the detector and the overall size of the image. As before, we quote the slice width as a fraction or percentage of the maximum radius. The slice width is also used to determine the length limit of each basis vector: larger slice widths give rise to longer basis vectors. We first consider a range of synthetic images with a variety of slice widths. The raw images are identical to those used previously and are shown in Figure 3 alongside their C-Fina reconstructions. Panels A-C show the raw images with a series of increasing slice widths of 25%, 50% and 100% of 256 pixels. The reconstructions of these images are shown in panels D-F with the BASEX reconstruction...
shown in panel G. From the outset, it is clear that all the images have some form of centerline noise that is not present in the polar form of the method. However, there are some differences between the noise line developed in the BASEX reconstruction and that of C-FinA. The BASEX noise line is entirely composed of positive amplitude noise whilst the C-FinA noise line is of mixed sign. This is due to the nature of the cumulative subtraction method in FinA. In addition, for sliced data, the FinA noise line is only present in the regions of the image where there is signal. When comparing panel D to F/G it is clear that the regions with no signal between the intense rings show no associated noise whilst in the unsliced data (FinA and BASEX) there is a persistent line.

The reconstructions shown in Figure 3 also show that C-FinA has correctly recovered the input angular distribution, defined as

$$I(\theta) \propto 1 + \beta P_2 \cos \theta$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $P_2$ is the second order term in the Legendre expansion and $\beta$ is the normalized anisotropy parameter. In all cases we find that the input anisotropy parameter ($\beta = 2$) is recovered.

Figure 4 shows the recovered anisotropy parameters from the reconstruction of images with a series of sharp rings with a rapidly changing angular distribution. The raw images used can be found in Figure 8 ref 22. The results show that the overall performance of C-FinA is very good, with slightly superior performance in the low radius region around 10 pixels compared to BASEX. The integrated speed distributions are also recovered accurately, with squared residuals comparable to the performance of BASEX on the same images with changing angular distributions and sharp structure.

In order to experimentally validate the C-FinA method we once again use images of the CO fragment from the photodissociation of OCS around 230nm. Figure 5 shows the raw and C-FinA reconstructed images of CO, probed at the $J = 47$ rotational level. Panels A-C of the figure show the raw images recorded
with a detector gate width of 75 ns, 200 ns and 350 ns respectively. Panels D-F show the corresponding C-FinA reconstructions with the BASEX reconstruction of the unsliced data (350 ns) shown in Panel G. These images nicely highlight the effect of slicing, as with increasing gate width, the fraction of out of plane elements, or the degree to which the image is “filled in”, also increases. In this data it is also clear that the centerline noise is significantly lower in the finely sliced 75 ns reconstruction than in the unsliced reconstruction. We note in the earlier paper this was erroneously described as “isotropic” when it is in fact slightly parallel, $\beta = 0.31$. We also show the integrated velocity distribution of CO to the right of their corresponding reconstructions. In all cases we see that the spectrum is well resolved and reconstructed correctly. As with the polar method, in all cases, albeit more obvious in the C-FinA reconstructions, we see a small feature to the fast edge of the main peak. This corresponds to CO recoil from the heavier $^{34}$S isotope, which is only fully resolved in the sliced C-FinA reconstruction. Comparing the C-FinA unsliced result to BASEX, it is seen that both images contain a similar amount of noise in the image baseline, however the C-FinA noise fluctuates around zero whilst BASEX introduces positive amplitude noise. Furthermore, the finely sliced 75 ns reconstruction shows almost no baseline noise. Considering that both images were acquired with the same conditions, this highlights the superior quality of sliced images over the

Figure 5 - CO($X^1\Sigma^+$) fragment images probed at 230 nm ($j = 47$) resulting from the photodissociation of OCS are shown as a function of the detector gate width. Panels A-C show the raw images whilst their C-FinA reconstructions are shown in panels D-F respectively. The BASEX reconstruction of the unsliced image is shown in panel G. The resulting integrated spectra are shown to the right of the reconstructed image.
unsliced counterparts. One thing to note between the polar and cylindrical method is the ultimate resolution. Here we quote the FWHM speed distribution of the 75 ns reconstruction peak to be 58±2 m/s. Previously, we were able to recover a speed distribution of 53±2 m/s using the polar method. This implies that polar FinA recovers a somewhat sharper velocity integrated spectrum than its cylindrical counterpart. This makes sense when one considers that the polar form performs its sequential subtraction purely in the radial domain, thus we would expect this method to be more effective in recovering velocity distributions. The C-FinA method we present here provides optimal resolution along the $\rho$ direction, which will be the velocity distribution for the sideways scattered products and the angular distribution for the products scattered near the poles. The advantage of this will be further illustrated with scattering data below. However, even though the recovered C-FinA speed distribution is not quite as sharp as its polar counterpart, it still matches the width of the speed distribution recovered from the BASEX reconstruction.

We are also able to determine the effective slice width of these images as a function of the MCP gate width as we have shown with the polar method. In Figure 6 we plot this relationship for the images shown in Figure 5 (75, 200 and 350 ns) along with data from gate widths of 120, 160, 250 and 300 ns. Within the error (±2%) the C-FinA and polar FinA methods yield the same effective slice widths.

As a final examination of the performance of C-FinA we examine the rich experimental image of $S(1D)$ from the 217nm photodissociation of OCS. In Figure 7 we show the raw sliced (A) and unsliced (B) images. The sliced image was recorded with a gate width of 75 ns (35%) whilst the unsliced was recorded with a gate width of 350 ns. The C-FinA reconstructions are shown in panels C and D, displaying the reconstructed sliced and unsliced data respectively. The images show a number rings which correspond to rotational levels in the undetected CO co-fragment. This
structure has been well documented and discussed in a number of previous studies. The integrated spectra of the two images are shown in Figure 8. The spectra in red and blue show the reconstructions using the C-FmA method of the sliced and unsliced data respectively. Both spectra show a well-resolved progression of rotational lines in the region from 1000 m/s to 2500 m/s. As discussed in our previous work on OCS, these lines correspond to the \( J = 74 \) to \( J = 65 \) rotational lines in the CO co-fragment. We have also included integrated spectra obtained using the BASEX method and the polar fitting method from our previous paper. Comparing the sliced data first it is clear that the overall resolution is similar. However, the fitted polar method does prove to have the best-resolved spectrum, especially in the region between 2000-2500 m/s. Interestingly, there seems to be some evidence in the C-FmA reconstruction for additional rotational features superimposed on the large amplitude fast feature that peaks 2800 m/s. Next, considering the unsliced spectrum, it is clear the C-FmA reconstruction of the sliced image once again out-performs the BASEX method for unsliced data and provides a remarkably similar result for the unsliced data. Although we see the performance of the fitted polar method appears superior for photochemistry for velocity distributions, the C-FmA method has advantages in speed and in other aspects of its performance as we now show.

So far we have only considered the effectiveness of C-FmA on fine structure in the speed distributions. However, a great strength of this method lies in its ability to improve the resolution in the angular domain for low scattering angles. We first will examine the resolution enhancement in the differential cross section (DCS) using synthetic data shown in Figure 9. Panel A shows the raw synthetic image. The image is composed of three rings with a radius of 40, 140 and 220 pixels.
and a slice width of 20% of 256 pixels. The image was generated with an oscillating angular distribution produced from the following expression

\[ I(\theta) = \left( \frac{\sin(1.75x)}{1.75x} \right)^2 \]  

This results in a distribution that peaks at 0° and sharply falls as a function of angle. Panel B shows the reconstruction using the C-FinA method. It is clear from the image that the oscillations are more apparent and better resolved in the outer rings. The inner ring still fails to resolve the distribution, but this is an effect of the small radius rather than the reconstruction method itself. Panel C shows the reconstruction using the “general” polar FinA method. It is clear that some improvement in the resolution is gained, but it is not as clear as the C-FinA DCS. We plot the DCS of each ring in Figure 10. Each panel is labeled with reference to the corresponding ring in the synthetic data. In each case the black line is the raw distribution recovered from direct

Figure 8 – S(\textsuperscript{1}D) fragment recoil spectrum resulting from photodissociation of OCS at 217 nm. The spectrum in black corresponds to the Fitted FinA spectrum as shown in Ref 22. The red and blue spectrum shows the C-FinA spectrum of the sliced and unsliced image and the green shows the reconstruction of the unsliced image with the BASEX method (also shown in Ref 22)

Figure 9 – Synthetic data utilizing an oscillating DCS. Panel A shows the raw image whilst B and C show the reconstructions with C-FinA and the “general” polar FinA method respectively
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integration of the image, the red corresponds to the reconstruction using C-FinA and the blue line is the distribution as generated using Equation 4. In the outer ring panel we also show the recovered distribution using the “general” polar FinA method. Considering the inner ring first it is clear that the raw integration does not capture the oscillations shown in the input distribution. It is also clear that the intensity profile of the raw DCS does not reflect the input either (nor does it succeed in the other panels). The C-FinA reconstruction also does not show the oscillations but the reconstruction does yield the intensity distribution correctly. The success of the reconstruction is clear in the middle and outer ring where not only is the intensity profile captured correctly, but the oscillation in the DCS is also completely recovered with almost no loss of resolution. There is, however, a small deviation in the intensity at 0° that corresponds to the centerline noise. However, this effect on the overall distribution is minimal. When comparing C-FinA to polar FinA it is clear the C-FinA is more successful in treating this data than polar FinA. This highlights the advantage using of the C-FinA method in treating data with highly structured angular distributions.

To test this aspect of its performance with a real system we have applied the C-FinA method to high-resolution scattering data shown in Figure 11. The figure shows the results for collision of NO prepared in the \( j' = 1/2, f \) rotational level of \( p-H_2 \) in its \( j' = 0 \) rotational level with the beam spots removed for clarity. Panels A and B show the raw data in the \( j' = 3/2, e \) and \( 5/2, f \) levels which result from a transfer of translational energy from the collision populating higher rotational levels in NO. The images show NO scattering predominantly

---

Figure 10 – Differential cross section between 0° - 30°. The black lines show the raw distribution, red the C-FinA reconstruction and blue the input distribution. The Outer Ring panel shows the “general” polar FinA reconstruction DCS in green.
in the forward direction with a highly structured DCS. Panels C and D show the respective reconstructions using the C-FinA method. As discussed in the experimental section, the distribution was treated as unsliced (100% of 250 pixels). It is obvious by eye that the data has been reconstructed correctly due to the sharpness of the resulting ring. In addition, we can see that the oscillating fine structure in the DCS has been sharpened and enhanced with each peak becoming clearly resolved. This is further highlighted in Figure 12 in which the DCS is plotted in the region between 0° and 100°. The upper panel shows the DCS corresponding to NO in \( j' = \frac{3}{2},e \) and the lower panel shows the NO DCS in \( j' = \frac{5}{2},f \). In each panel the raw data is shown in black, the C-FinA data in red and the predicted intensity in blue. It is clear that although the agreement is good between the theory and raw experimental data that the agreement between the theory and C-FinA treated data is significantly improved, both in terms of the resolution and relative intensity of the data.

Finally, although only briefly touched upon on in the previous paper, it should be stated that the polar FinA method is not as fast as BASEX. The FinA program was developed and tested on a MacBook Pro running macOS Sierra V 10.12.3. Both the polar-FinA and C-FinA are available in a GUI application developed in Matlab. The MacBook has a 2.5 GHz Intel Core i7 processor and 16 GB 1600 MHz DDR3 RAM. We find that the BASEX method operates within 1 second on a 510x 510 image. The fastest polar FinA method operates on a speed of \( \sim 1.5 \) s and so is similar. However, the fitted polar method, as used in the previous work, takes 42 seconds to...
process an image with an interpolation binning of 5 bins per degree. As such, this speed is prohibitive for on-the-fly image reconstruction or techniques in which the rapid analysis of a large number of images is required. The rate-limiting step in both the polar FinA methods is the weighting of the basis function. Simply fitting the basis function scales linearly with the binning and size of the image, but the fitting is more sensitive to the number of fitting parameters used. In the C-FinA method however, there is no additional shaping of the basis function, nor any fitting. This means that the image reconstruction time is purely proportional to the size of the image. We find the reconstruction time for a 510x510 pixel image is 0.5 +/- 0.1 s, a significant improvement over the polar method, and suggesting that C-FinA could be applied to experiments in which require fast “on-the-fly” reconstructions or experiments with a large volume of data. Considering the latter, in a measurement in which over 40 images require reconstruction (not atypical for a time resolved imaging experiment). C-FinA would reconstruct this series in just over 20 seconds.

5. Conclusion

In conclusion, we present our new finite slice analysis approach to the reconstruction of arbitrarily sliced photofragment images. The validation of this method has been performed using a range of synthetic and experimental data. Unlike our previous polar approach to FinA, this method operates solely within a cylindrical co-ordinate system well-matched to the image structure of the camera and utilizing cylindrical symmetry of the measurement. The C-FinA method has some significant advantages over its polar counterpart. These chiefly include its improved processing speed and the improvement in highlighting fine structure in the differential cross section near the poles.
Whilst its overall velocity resolution may be slightly inferior to the polar FinA program, the C-FinA approach still shows superior results for sliced data when compared to other methods applied to unsliced data.
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